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The only thing we do better than installing floors 
is building relationships. 

LEARN 
MORE 

 

 

 

Karen's Corner:  
Sending the Elevator Back Down 
 
Reality television and social media have turned our society 
into a bunch of voyeurs and couch critics.  When I am not 
binge watching House of Cards on Netflix, my current 

addiction is filled with a Monday night dose of Dancing with the Stars.  I find 
myself being critical of their abilities and then make myself laugh when I picture 
trying to achieve any of the dances they so boldly perform.  Honestly, many of 
the contestants in Season 20 are inspirational and fantastic role models of 
tenacity, perseverance and confidence.  Patti LaBelle @ 70 years of age has a 
"New Attitude" and Noah Galloway, a US Army Veteran and amputee, makes me 
cry weekly.  His spirit and teamwork are evident in his performance...Read full 
blog. 
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Recent Press 
 

Last month, our own, Karen Rossilli-
Kiefer was honored at the  

PWC-NJ (Professional Women in 

Construction) Extraordinary Women of 
Achievement Annual Luncheon.   

 
Honorees were chosen as 

exceptionally strong role models who 
share an expansive vision of what a 

woman can do in the field of 
construction.   

Read More. 

  

  

 

 

The 5 things the recession taught TeamPAR 

When the economy is strong there is always enough work to go around.  The grass 
is green, the sky is blue and smiles are abound.  Once funds and budgets tighten 
and the gravy train quickly dries up we learn what we are made of. Managers get 
ulcers while leaders find new ways to succeed.  

 

The Great Recession 
(December 2007 - June 2009) 
  
Definition:  A period of reduced 
economic activity - when a business 
cycle (with two or more consecutive 
quarters) produces a negative GDP 
growth. 
  
Wow.... Did the recession only last 18 months?  Really?  It felt like 7 HARD years 
with a strong moral learned by all.... The "good old days" are not coming back 
and our new reality is more honest, but not as glamorous.   
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The recession made TeamPAR analyze our strengths and weaknesses and our 
report card lead with the following facts....   

1. People respect those that do not lie, cheat or steal.   
2. Becoming an "expert" in your field adds value.   
3. Employ a unique practice that your competitors may not excel at.   
4. Don't be afraid to ask your clients what they like about your company 

and what they do not like about your company & learn from it.  
5. Know what you are good at. 

PARflooring & PARsolutions grew - organically and we learned what we are 
good at.   

1. Value Engineering. 

2. Helping our clients increase their ROI while decreasing their life 
cycle costs.   

3. Team Work. 
4. Listening. 

Today, TeamPAR remains a leader at value engineering and specifying flooring, 
but we are now consulted to help create color palettes, design boards, signage 
and way finding too.  These newer offerings emerged from client trust.  That is 
what inspires TeamPAR, and oddly, we have the recession to thank!    
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Project Highlight 
 

Firmenich (Perfume & Flavor 
Leaders) 

 
Newark, NJ 

 
Renovation of existing occupied 

space (on behalf of JLL) 

  

  

 

 

 
 

 

    

 
 

 

 

Cost Controlled Interiors...TeamPAR helps  
professionals decide what to buy.  

  

 
  

 


